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Lecture 1: discrete symmetries

Introduction: a look at the table of elementary particles

Part I: general considerations on symmetries

What is a symmetry?

Discrete and continuous symmetries

Part II: discrete symmetries in particle physics

Violation of parity

Violation of parity and charge conjugation



Periodic table of elements



Periodic table of elements

Elements are organised in a table according to their electronic structure



Table of elementary particles

There are only 17 elementary particles, which are organised in a modern 

table of elements



Table of elementary particles

There are only 17 elementary particles, which are organised in a modern 

table of elements

The organising principle 

behind the table of 

elementary particles is 

symmetry



What is a symmetry?



Symmetries

If an object does not change after some transformation, we say it 

possesses a symmetry

Can you tell a common symmetry of the letters A and H?



Symmetries

If an object does not change after some transformation, we say it 

possesses a symmetry

Letters A and H possess a mirror symmetry



What are the symmetries of 

physical systems?



Translations



Rotations



Discrete symmetries

Example: the hexagon is invariant under rotations by 60 degrees only

Only a finite number of transformations leave an object invariant



Discrete symmetries

Example: the hexagon is invariant under rotations by 60 degrees only

Only a finite number of transformations leave an object invariant

Level

1



Continuous symmetries

Example: the circle is invariant under rotations by any angle

There exist infinitely many transformations that leave an object invariant



Mirror symmetry

Gravity, electromagnetism and the strong nuclear force act exactly in the 

same way on a physical system and on its mirror image



How can we tell left from right?



Parity in radioactive beta decay

Let us consider the beta decay of Cobalt nuclei, and its mirror image

If mirror symmetry, or “parity”, were realised in beta decay, electrons would 

be emitted equally in the same direction and opposite the nuclear spin

Source: Veritasium

https://youtu.be/yArprk0q9eE?si=c-G7iDgYh2iE6HLC


Parity in radioactive beta decay

Experiments tell us that electrons are predominantly emitted opposite to the 

nuclear spin 

This implies that parity is violated in beta decay, i.e. the world is not mirror-

symmetric for weak interactions



Parity in radioactive beta decay



Radioactive decay

Weak interactions are responsible for radioactive beta decay



Why is parity violated?

Weak interactions involve only left-handed particles and right-handed 

antiparticles

Right-handed: spin aligned in the same direction as momentum

Left-handed: spin aligned opposite to the momentum

spin

momentum

We could distinguish left from right using beta decay, right would be the 

direction of the nuclear spin, and left the direction of the electron



Charge conjugation

Gravitational, electromagnetic and strong forces are the same whether they 

affect particles or anti-particles

Anti-Hydrogen has the same atomic spectrum as hydrogen atom



Combining P and C
We obtain a process allowed in nature if we not only mirror-image Cobalt 

decay, but we swap particles with antiparticles

If CP is conserved, and if we are made of anti-matter, we would see 

cobalt anti-nuclei emit positrons in the same direction as their spin, so 

again no chance of telling left from right [Analogy taken from minutephysics]

https://youtu.be/Elt0Gt9Cb6Q?si=lG-p7RWUeaJEJeiC


CP violation in kaons



Kaon mixing
CP transforms spinless neutral particles called kaons (     ) into (minus) 

their antiparticles (    )

Kaons and antikaons oscillate one into the other while they travel 

P C



Kaon mixing
If CP is conserved, states with definite CP are mixtures of       and       

called       (short lifetime) and       (long lifetime)

It is useful to represent these particles as vectors in two dimensions

We say that       is CP-even and       is CP-odd  

CP



CP violation
If CP is conserved,       can never decay into two pions (          or           ) 

as this is a CP-even state, e.g.  

P C



CP violation
If CP is conserved,       can never decay into two pions (          or           ) 

as this is a CP-even state 

This can be verified experimentally by measuring 

In a CP-conserving universe,                        , instead we find 
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CP violation
The fact that                              implies that the mixing with      and        

does not give two particles with definite CP properties      CP violation in 

the mixing             

Even if CP is violated in the mixing, it might be possible that the 

interactions responsible for kaon decay conserve CP 

This is not what is seen in data, which gives

This phenomenon is known as CP violation in kaon decays
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Distinguishing left from right
After some time, any beam of       or        will consist mostly of

One can look into the so-called semi-leptonic decays of

If CP is conserved, the two decays should happen at the same rate (see 

Cobalt beta decay). This is not what is seen in the data 

Therefore, the left-handed electron is the particle into which      decays 

less frequently (albeit by a tiny amount)                      

CP
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Implications of CP violation



Time reversal
After C and P, time reversal T is the last fundamental  discrete symmetry

We can prove that CPT is always conserved, given some assumptions. 

Giving up those would require a major rewriting of many theories

Source: Veritasium

https://youtu.be/yArprk0q9eE?si=c-G7iDgYh2iE6HLC


Violation of time reversal
If CP is violated, and CPT is conserved, then T must be violated

This means that kaon oscillations do not look the same if time reversed



Matter and antimatter
Particles and antiparticles can annihilate, giving light (photons)

If there were the same amount of matter and antimatter in the universe, 

they would annihilate and we would have only photons



Matter-antimatter asymmetry
In the early universe, about 1/10000000000 more matter than antimatter 

was produced

This is due to processes that violate CP, where matter and antimatter 

are not produced at equal rate (see e.g. kaon decays)

Our Standard Model of elementary particles predicts a fraction of matter 

that is ten orders of magnitude less than that observed      new physics!

Source: GANIL

https://irfu.cea.fr/en/Phocea/Vie_des_labos/Ast/ast_visu.php?id_ast=4383


Lecture 1: learning outcomes

In this lecture, we have learnt

What a symmetry is and why it’s important

The difference between discrete and continuous symmetries

Parity and its violation in weak decays

Charge conjugation and the violation of CP in kaon decays

Time reversal and the cosmological consequences of its violation
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